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BACKGROUND 
Li-Fi is a fairly new technology that may hold potential promise for future human spaceflight missions. Using Li-Fi in a 
spacecraft or habitat may be useful as it can provide advantages over Wi-Fi related to data speed and electromagnetic 
interference. There are drawbacks in terms of restricted range and possibly light interference/pollution. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
PROBLEM DESCRIPTION 
Wi-fi has been around for a while and is currently used on Space Station. However, the use of Li-fi may be a viable 
option for alternative means of communications for future space missions.  
 
Goal: This design challenge is to investigate LI-Fi technology as it could be used on a future mission. Specifically, 
investigate a Li-Fi application by developing a prototype proof-of-concept (POC) with at least two or more systems to 
communicate commands from a base station to systems such as a robot, lighting system, or any other application 
such as audio communications the team finds suitable to demonstrate the technology. Preferably, it would be desired 
to use off-the-shelf technology. However, if cost is prohibited, consider building a simple Li-Fi system. The main 
objective is to investigate/demonstrate the technology. 
 
Stretch goal: Instead of sending commands from a tactile device such as a keyboard, use Voice control to permit the 
hands-free operation of a user while controlling various devices. Voice commands are sent to the base station in a 
room where the user is located and then sends the recognized commands to another Li-fi receiver in another 
room/area to command the system(s) of interest using Li-Fi in that room.  
 
Additional goal: Highly desired to enclose the components in some type of enclosure to prevent damage to circuits 
and ease of setup and tear down. 
 
DELIVERABLES 
Project plan, Operating procedures, schematics, code, and final prototype if requested by the mentor.   
 
DESIGN TEAM PROFILE 

NASA MENTOR: George Salazar, NASA JSC 
LEVEL: UPPER DIVISION [SOPH/JR/SR] 

MAJOR / DISCIPLINES: EE/CE, CS, AE, Eng Phys, ME. 
TEAMS: Mentor will accept one team 

DURATION: One semester if the team choice is to only do a design concept. Two Semesters if the 
choice is to do both a design concept and a prototype. 

 

Example of a Li-Fi System 
 


